
Dear Dick, 	 3/5/93 

Don't take the time to answer the questiom I'd#sked you about Livingstone and 

C & G. Livingstone has seen tit that unless h/flied they are answered. I had a call today 

from a friend of Oraf'n who had also been cla-,e to Livinstone and even he can put up with 

it no more. Livingstone asked him to join in celebrating the contract. 

I'll have no more to say about this unless I think it is something you do not know 

and really should. Except for those existing areas where you all should know all you need 

to know. This in]gUdes who there is reason to believe and whi there is always feasonto 

question. 

There is an Ongoing interne/ Baltimore police investigation I had nothing to do 

with startig.: I am among many, is it turns out, who kept warnigg Waybright what was going 

to happen. As it turn out the police knew, before redeiving the complaint (about which I 

learned when the interhal-investigation section phoned m0), that either of two had been 

making imp4Per use of the ,.olice computer and its system. It may well be both of the cops 

who have been in Harry's pay. It certainly did include Waybright-before any complaint. 

I have been told by one familiar with that computer system and its capabilities that 

the police will have no real difficulty learning exactly what confidential police informa- 

tion was taken and by whom. 

I have been told by a friend whose source I believe is probably a retired FBI agent 

who is a lawyer that there is possible violation of provisions of Title 18 of the US Code 

and in Maryland of a provision of Article 27. Obviously, I have not consulted a lawyer and 

noWhave no such plans or intentions. 

But I do intend to take this up with the local police when I've time. 

The complaint was triggered by a friend of Mary ll'errell's who was outraged by what 

Harry did and %s doing. 

As I may have told you I would I did send a couple of the letters along with one I wrote 

him to the FBI agents Barry says has been helping him. The word selection is not mine. As 

I_ told Harry, help they would not give him. Nor is that what he got from EL Hunt's former 

chief of security. I told that FBI agent that the letters refillt what he and the FBI are 

now involved in, my opinion. I also took a couple of the letters to the post office for the 

podtal inspector. 

I hope that as y.i.0 once indicated you can avoid any involvement. I think that in the 

end you'll feel better if you can. 

Best to you all, 


